“Our most basic common link is that we
all inhabit this small planet, we all
breathe the same air, we all cherish our
children’s future and we are all mortals”
J F Kennedy

A cleaner burning diesel fuel for the world of commerce

100 Commerce Drive, Suite 301, Newark DE, 19713
Tel: +1 302 266 6000 Fax: +1 302 266 7076

Ethanol

+
O2DieselTM
Technology

+
Diesel

=
A pioneering clean burning
renewable diesel fuel

Environment

Opportunities
Immediate environmental
benefits
Reduction of pollutants
Visibly cleaner air
Verification and recognition
Sustainable development

Environment

Opportunities
Reduction of pollutants
Compared to various diesel fuels
PM

Nox

CO

Smoke

Min.

20%

1.8%

12%

50%

Max.

46%

8.5%

23%

70%

> See benefits from the first fillup
> Reduction of key pollutants
– Comparison with other alternative fuels

Environment

Opportunities
Reduction of key pollutants
> See Implementation section:
Technical Information Summary page 6

Environment

Opportunities
Visibly cleaner air
> O2DieselTM substantially reduces:
–White smoke caused by incomplete
combustion during ignition of cold engines
–Black smoke composed of carbon particles
containing oil

Environment

Opportunities
Verification and recognition
> Most comprehensive ethanoldiesel testing
ever undertaken
> Key milestones for health & environmental
verifications & recognitions
> Multimillion US$ invested in research and
development tests

Environment

Opportunities
Sustainable development
> Substitute fossil fuel with a
renewable source
– More than 8% of bio content
> Reducing dependency on petroleum
imports
– Barack Obama Congressional Speech on
Energy Independence
– President Bush State of the Union address
about America’s addiction to foreign oil
> Opportunity for carbon credits
– Argonne National laboratory tests available
upon request
– 2005 Ethanol industry reduced Greenhouse
Gas emissions by 8 million tons

Environment

Key milestones for O2DieselTM verification & recognitions
( All documents available in PDF)
>
>
>
>
>
>

Environmental Protection Agency – Tier 1 Health Effects Testing
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – Emissions Technology Verification (pending)
California Air Resources Board – Alternative Diesel Fuel Status and Interim Certification of Emissions
California Air Resources Board Letter
Nevada Department of Environmental Protection – Alternative Diesel Fuel Status
Brazil National Petroleum Agency – Alternative Diesel Fuel status

Environment

Multimillion US$ invested in research and ongoing development
tests
> O2Diesel™ Challenge: Develop an Alternative Fuel for DoD
> 20% petroleum displacement of diesel fuel with biofuels (ethanol + biodiesel) or other
nonpetroleum products (including additives)
> Southwest Research Institute selected to conduct test
> Project begins November 2005, to be finished mid2007
> DECS Emissions Test Plan
> Levels 1, 2, 3 verification on broadest range of engines & after treatment devices
> 1000hr. durability followed by posttest (also working with exhaust after treatment device manufacturers)

Economics

Less imported oil
a better rural economy
> Green energy is the fastest growing
energy sector
> Economic growth
> Public health
> Technology for the future

Economics

Green energy is the fastest
growing energy sector
> Global annual sales of renewable
energies could more than quadruple in a
decade
> Aggressive development of Ethanol
plants in USA and Europe
> Communities are expecting better air
quality and emission reduction
> 13 million diesel engines in the US will
need to be incompliance with EPA
regulation in the future
> 50% of all diesel fleet in the US are
centrally fueled fleets and could
potentially use O2DieselTM

Economics

Economic growth
> 34 Ethanol refineries are under construction
> In 2005 Ethanol use reduced CO2equivalent
gases by 7.8 million tons, equal to removing
1.18 million cars from American roads
> A 50 million gallons per year ethanol plant
will:
– add $115 million annually to the size of a
state’s economy
– create 836 new jobs and increase
household income by $30 million annually
for the rural economy

Economics

Public health
> Cleaner air in urban centers
> Better quality of life
> US school buses
> Monitoring: Johnson County. KS
> Substantial savings in the city of Sao Paulo,
Brazil calculated by University of
Sao Paulo (PDF available upon request)
> US EPA nonattainment maintenance areas

Economics

Cleaner air urban centers
Diesel engine emissions are targeted by federal
and state governments for major reductions
because:
> Ozone nonattainment – large urban areas
like Atlanta where ozone levels exceed
Federal Standards must reduce mobile
source emissions of ozone forming oxides
of nitrogen (NOx)
> Particulate matter – a dieselrelated toxic air
contaminant that contributes to heart
disease, lung cancer and childhood asthma
> Carbon monoxide – a poisonous gas emitted
by internal combustion engines and is
harmful to human health
> Acid Rain Program is to achieve significant
environmental and public health benefits
through reductions in emissions of sulfur
dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), the
primary causes of acid rain

Economics

Better Quality of Life
> 66% of US population in air quality “nonattainment” areas
> 50% of Americans are suffering directly or indirectly from respiratory issues
> 99% of Americans expect better air quality

Economics

Reducing emissions on
school buses has become a
national focus
> 800,000 School Buses in the country, the
majority of them are powered by diesel fuel
> Self pollution: Children on school buses
collectively inhale as much or more
exhaust emitted from those buses, as does
the rest of the city population. University of
California: Berkley study. (www.berkley.edu)
> A child in a bus is exposed to 4X the
emissions as a child in a car
> Cancer risk increases up to 46 times for a
child riding a school bus
> O2Diesel have projects with Midwest school
bus fleets

Economics

Johnson County Emissions Reductions
Life Cycle Emissions
Improvement with O2DieselTM

Exhaust Opacity
Improvement by Opacity

Reduction, %

Reduction, Tons

Engine Type

Improvement, %

NOX

4

18.3

Cummins M11

55

CO

19

21.0

DDC 6V92

70

PM

25

1.1

> University of Kansas Data Using EPA
Retrofit Calculator
> Four engine types from multiple years
> 30 Coaches and 41 Paratransits

> Opacity is a qualitative measure of
exhaust quality
> SAE 1667 Snap Acceleration Smoke
Procedure

Economics

University of São Paulo, Brazil study
> The faculty of medicine at the University of São Paulo (USP) evaluated the use of O2DieselTM in
urban areas with the following proven reductions:
– Mortality rate
– Hospital admission rate
– Respiratory illness index
> Complete USP study available on request

Economics

US EPA nonattainment or maintenance risk areas
(66% of US population)

Economics

Technology for the future
> High competitiveness
– Low cost compared to other alternatives
– Ample environmental benefits
– Proven immediate effects
> Compatibility with other technologies
– New engines
– Catalyzers
– Biodiesel
– Hybrid bus

Technology

Advanced technology
Proven efficiency
What is O2DieselTM?
Premium Clean Fuel
Proven Technology
Using O2DieselTM

Technology

What is O2DieselTM?
A premium ethanol diesel fuel
blend with:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

7.7 vol% Fuel Ethanol
0.6 vol% Proprietary Additive
91.7 vol% Regular Diesel
Enhanced Lubricity
Added Cetane
Improved Corrosion Resistance
Outstanding Static Properties
Compatible with Diesel No.1 & 2,
CARB, TxLED, Biodiesel and ULSD
> Less polluting
> Excellent response and power

Technology

Premium clean fuel
> Compatible operability with all base diesel fuels: Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (required
mid2006 in the US), #1 Diesel, #2 Diesel, on and offroad, and biodiesel.
> Lubricity enhancement: Up to 40%.
> Improves conductivity: Ethanol quickly dissipates static electricity (High conductivity)
> Cetane number: Equal to or exceeds that of base fuel.
> Distribution system cleanliness: Trouble free operations due to complete and permanent
cleaning of fuelsystem.
> Fungible: Vehicle can fill up with regular diesel if operating out of area, avoiding “range” restrictions.
> Stable in variety of climates: Cold and hot weather stability and operability.
> Maintains engine performance: No measurable torque or horsepower loss.
> Maintains fuel economy: MPG between O2Diesel™ and #2 Diesel in bus fleets
within repeatability of test measurement.
> Easily blended: O2Diesel™ is blended at fuel terminals and delivered to customers’ existing storage
tank or by mobile refueling.
> Prospective potential maintenance gain

Technology

Maintains engine performance
> Summary: Engine Speed and Torque Maps. Detroit Diesel Series 60.
(South West Research Institute)

Technology

Prospective potential maintenance gain
> Less contamination of lubricant oil
> Prolonged intervals between oil and fuel filter changes
> Cleaner injector nozzles
> Greater cleaning of storage tanks
> O2DieselTM data collection incentive program

Technology

Proven technology
> Engine family data available upon request
> 2005 O2DieselTM fleet activity
> O2DieselTM compatibility with the materials
and components
> Durability test
> Chemical and physical properties
> FAQ sheet available upon request

Technology

2005 Fleet activity
> Nellis Air Force Base (Las Vegas, NV)
> Nevada Air National Guard (Reno, NV)
> Peabody Coal/Rawhide Mine (Gillette, WY)
> Johnson County Transit, Olathe, KS (transit)
> StarTran, Lincoln, NE (transit)
> SMTD, Springfield, IL (transit)
> Des Moines MTA, IA (transit)
> Long Beach Container Corp.
> E.J. Harrison Industries (Ventura Co., CA)
> Port of Long Beach, CA

Technology

O2DieselTM compatibility
with materials and
components
> Ample program of “No harm” tests carried
out by BASF – Germany
> O2DieselTM was tested with different
materials such as metals, elastomers,
rubber, etc.
> Positive results ( PDF Data available)

Technology

Documented Engine Durability
> 1000 hr 13 Mode European Stationary Cycle Test on Cummins ISB Engine at Ricardo ( PDF available)
> 500 hr Heavy Load, Hot Performance Test on Cummins NTC 350 Engine at ETS (California Lab).
> 140 Units at Long Beach Container Corp. have Logged Millions of Hours on O2Diesel™ over 15 months
with no Detriment to Operations
> StarTran public transportation: 67 units running for more than a year
> Johnson County, Kansas: 77 units running for nine months

Technology

Using O2DieselTM
> Limited to use in centrallyfueled fleets.
> Handle as a class 1 flammable material (e.g. gasoline).
> Storage and vehicle fuel tanks are fitted with flame arrestors.
> Flame arrestors protocols have been tested and verified by accredited independent third parties.
> Fleet personnel are trained in the proper fuel handling and use
> Safety protocols & procedures have been independently recommended and reviewed (TIAX and NREL
PDF available)

Technology

Physical and Chemical Properties
Property

Test Method

Base Diesel

O2DieselTM
(using same diesel)

ASTM D86

316

314

Distillation % Vol. Recovery, oC
• T90
• T95

326

324

Cetane Number

ASTM D613

40

40

Flash Point, oC

ASTM D93

61

13

Kinetic Viscosity @40oC, cSt

ASTM D445

2.6

2.5

Sulfur, %max.

ASTM D5453

0.04

0.04

Specific Gravity @15oC

ASTM D1298

0.845

0.845

Cu Strip Corrosion

ASTM D130

1a

1a

Cold Flow, CFPP, oC

EN 116

23

23

• SLBOCLE, g

ASTM D6078

4000

5000

• HFRR, microns @60oC

ASTM D6079

550

330

• PAD F21, %

Octel F2161

77

93

• ASTM D227494, g/m3

ASTM D2274

5.3

6.4

Water Separation (w/mixing@5 mins)

ASTM D1094

Clear separation

No clear separation

Foam Vol Decay (w/antifoam), secs

NF M07075 (BNPe')

<10

<10

Conductivity, pS/min

ASTM D2624

<400

>20,000

Lubricity

Oxidation Stability

Implementation

O2DieselTM Implementation
> Steps
> Operation Manuals
> Speed
> Cost Effective

Implementation

Steps
> O2Diesel™ technical staff profile fleet and
infrastructure.
> Jobber presentation and blending
procedures.
> Fleet is outfitted with flame arrestors and, if
required, fuel pressure boost pumps .
> Formal safety and handling training for staff.
> Storage tanks are cleaned and vents are
fitted with flame arrestors and desiccant
(moisture adsorbing) filters.
> O2Diesel™ delivered.
> Vehicles are fueled as normal.
> Fuel filters may need changing after a few
days on O2Diesel™ due to the cleaning
action of the fuel.
> O2Diesel™ is completely miscible with
regular diesel fuel.
> Immediate effect: from the first fill up,
reduction of smoke, emission reduction and
unchanged vehicle performance

Implementation

Operation manuals
> Technical staff 24/7
> A growing expertise and tailored solutions to
navigate through the new regulations
> Manuals ( PDF available)
– Operator and Handler Training Manual
– Technical Information Summary
– Product Liability Term: Please contact
Dave Shipman CFO 302266 6000 or
email dshipman@o2diesel.com

Implementation

Speed

2 WEEKS

3  4 WEEKS

2 WEEKS

1 WEEK

Salesperson completes

Technician completes a

Training, Decals,

Technician onsite for

and submits a customer

fleet profile (vehicles

MSDS, training

1st blending and

profile price quote and

and storage tanks)

manuals, etc. need to

delivery. Samples the

contract and receives a

equipment is sourced

be provided at this time.

product. Technician to

signature from the

from vendors. Samples

Clean storage tanks and

remain onsite for 1st 2

customer. Roles and

of customer’s base

install flame arresters

weeks for questions that

responsibilities are

diesel and ethanol

and desiccant filters.

may arise. Follow on

assigned.

training prototypes

Install equipment and

going sampling process

designed and tested if

test each vehicle.

to ensure quality control.

necessary.

Implementation

General Fuel Pricing Variables
Pricing for O2Diesel as related to base diesel fuel will vary by market. Key
variables will include:
> Availability of ethanol at the same rack or terminal as sourced diesel
> Ethanol pricing on a per gallon basis as compared to the price of base diesel
> Transportation cost variance if O2Diesel is sourced from a different terminal
than the current supply
> Incremental blending costs to cover injection blending investment at the
terminal or time and labor necessary for the jobber to perform manual blending
functions
General StartUp Conversion Costs
> Storage tank cleaning, flame arrestor and desiccant filter installation.
This is necessary to insure a low risk start up and operational integrity
> Installation of flame arrestors on vehicles. This is necessary to insure
compliance with most aggressive safety recommendations
> Installation of auxiliary fuel pumps and accumulator chambers if necessary

Marketing

To bring marketing and
technical people to the same
table
> Environmental marketing issues
> Starting point
> Urban marketing
> CityHomeTM

Marketing

Environmental marketing
issues
>
>
>
>
>

Message is confusing
Negative communication
Suitability
Politically driven. Old fashioned etc.
Top 500 Companies: strong statements but
very little action
> No specialist agency – one size fits all does
not work
> O2Diesel™ is a proven solution for
environmental marketing challenge

Marketing

THUMBS UP
FOR CLEAN AIR

Starting point
> Consumer expectations are high for the new
century
> Quality of life is a marketing platform by itself
> Public Transportation Services are under
pressure to improve air quality immediately
> Combine public and private sector

Marketing

Urban marketing
What is our value proposition?
> Combine marketing $ with good corporate
citizen activities
> Concept: design – delivery – monitoring
> The role of public transportation: it is a
necessity, and improvement is the motivation
(urban mobility role and image)
> Consumer priorities: to meet expectation, to
provide new values and provide visible
benefits
> To convince corporations to do what is
right. More from rhetoric to action
> Sustainability

Marketing

CityHomeTM
An Urban Air Quality program that engages the
community to support the city to work to provide
a better quality of life in order that citizens can
say

“I am happy where I live”
> CityHome formula
> Key Attributes: Family, health, leisure,
home, etc
> Public Transportation
> Ethanol and Agricultural Industry
> Turnkey campaign
> Synergy with other environmental
challenges: waste management, water
management

Marketing

CityHomeTM formula
> O2DieselTM will be sold to public transportation systems at the same cost that they pay for standard
diesel fuel
> Each system will make advertising space available on buses, transit vehicles and other
marketing assets (radio, bus shelters, newspapers etc.) which may be used for sponsors (excess
inventory which is currently underutilized)
> Sponsorship fee will be paid by corporate sponsors to obtain recognition by way of advertising
spaces on the buses as well as in a wide variety of promotional activities and PR efforts to
promote CityHomeTM Clean Air programs to the community
> This formula can also apply to private fleets (media trade)
> Frequently Asked Questions: visit www.cityhome.info

Marketing

Public transportation
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Cities: 4 Midwest cities with more to come: 350 buses operating
Support: 17 sponsor partners
Campaign: 10 wrapped buses, radio, television, national newspaper
Monitoring: University data collection (NOx, Opacity and PM)
Recognition: Keep America Beautiful Certificate of Merit for participants
Communication: Wristband & education program
Potential CityHome™ participants include: Bus fleets, school buses,
transportation fleets, production facilities

Marketing

Ethanol and agricultural industry
>
>
>
>
>

Nebraska and Kansas of Corn Growers Association
Ethanol Promotion and Information Council (EPIC)
Lincolnway Energy
American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE)
National Corn Growers Association

Marketing

Turnkey campaign
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

350 Buses running on O2DieselTM
Wrapped Buses
Radio Commercial
TV Commercial
Local Press
Financial Times
Keep America Beautiful Award
Press and PR

The company

Today’s Clean Air Solution
Tomorrow’s Brighter Future
> Tomorrow’s Brighter Future
> The O2Diesel Group
> Investor Relations
> Contacts
– USA
– Europe
– Brazil

The company

Tomorrow’s Brighter Future
> O2DieselTM is a valid proposition for diesel
engine applications in port, public
transportation, mining, generators and truck
fleets
> O2DieselTM technology balances
environmental gains and high performance
> A competitive cost/benefit relationship
> O2DieselTM generates real and proven
benefits for the society and high impact
social marketing opportunities for their clients
> Awarded Blue Sky Merit Award
(Harrison Fleet California). Successful
demonstration of O2DieselTM in the solid
waste hauling industry. The award
recognizes a significant contribution to clean
air, energy efficiency and greenhouse
emission reduction. December 2005

The company

O2Diesel Group
> Public company with headquarters in
Delaware – USA
> Leader in ethanoldiesel fuels
> Brazilian headquarters in Rio de Janeiro and
subsidiaries in São Paulo and Curitiba
> European headquarters in Brussels, Belgium
(May 06) and technical base in Seville Spain
> Abengoa Partnership www.abengoa.com

The company

Investor relations
> Alliance Advisors LLC
> Publicly traded on AMEX, symbol (OTD)

The company

United States
O2Diesel Corp.
100 Commerce Drive, Suite 301
Newark, DE 19713
USA
Phone + 1 302 2666000
Fax + 1 302 2667076
www.o2diesel.com

The company

Europe
O2Diesel European Technical Center
Avda. De la Buhaira, 2
41018 Sevilla
Spain
Phone: =39 95 493 7205

The company

Brazil
São Paulo (11) 55431790
Rua Joaquim Nabuco, 47 – conjunto 101
Brooklin
São Paulo – SP
04621000
Phone + 55 11 55431790
Fax + 55 11 55431905
– Peter Gross – Management
– Guillermo Moane – Sales
– Fernanda Goulart – Marketing
o2diesel.brasil@o2diesel.com
Curitiba (41) 3462586
– Edilson Andrade – Development

Technology

Comparison of Diesel Fuel Options

Characteristic

O2Diesel™
7.7vol% Ethanol in No.2 Low Sulfur
(or other) Diesel + O2D05 additive

Biodieel (B20)
20vol% biodiesel + 80vol% No.2 Low
Sulfur Diesel

Btu (Energy) Content

~126,000
(similar to No.1 Diesel fuel)

~126,000

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Reduces CO2 emissions up to 7%
(greater if ethanol is biomass-derived)3

Reduces CO2 emissions by
about 10%.

Emissions4

NOx reduced 2 - 6%
PM reduced 20 - 46%
CO reduced 12 - 30%

NOx increased 2 - 4%
PM reduced 18%
CO reduced 13%

Vehicle or Infrastructure Changes Required

MINIMAL
Emission benefits are immediate.
Blended at most terminals where diesel and ethanol
are widely available

MINIMAL
Terminal blending possible, where fuel is available

Meets ASTM D975
(or similar) Fuel Specifications

NO
Does not meet flashpoint specification

NO
ASTM D6751 specification applicable only to
B100

Fungible Fuel

YES

YES

Incremental Fuel Cost
(per gallon above No.2 diesel)

$0.00 - $0.15

$0.15 - $0.25

Fuel Availability

Widespread5

Somewhat Limited6

CARB – Verified
Alternative Diesel

YES

NO

